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ABSTRACT
Proactive speech interfaces have been a hot research topic for
many years. However, until today, no precise definition of
proactive behavior in spoken dialog systems (SDSs) and its
influencing factors has been made. Therefore, this paper aims
at defining the characteristics of proactivity with the focus on
SDSs. The definitions are derived from other research fields
and then transferred to SDSs.

A general proactivity system model, which describes the rel-
evant system components and their interaction is described.
A proactive system receives information from a knowledge
source and notifies the user about an incoming event with-
out a user request. The system has to act user-friendly and
take the current user state and the environment into account.
Thus, the proactive behavior can be identified as anticipa-
tory, change-oriented and self-initiated. A proactive human-
machine speech dialog can be structured in 3 stages. First,
the user has to be notified about an incoming event, then the
problem solving process has to be started. Finally, the new
task has to be completed and possibly paused tasks have to be
resumed.
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INTRODUCTION
Today, smartphones are considered as people’s companions
and are used in various daily situations. People use smart-
phones to browse the Web, buy things online or communi-
cate via social media, Email and other (instant) messaging
applications. Especially, the need to stay “always connected”
has increased enormously within the last years and people
exchange more and more over-the-top content (OTT) mes-
sages1. According to Informa Telecoms & Media each OTT
1OTT-messaging applications are downloadable smartphone appli-
cations, which enable users to send (instant) text messages for free,
using mobile Internet access [3].
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messaging user sends an average of 32.6 OTT messages ev-
ery day [3]. In online communication users take the initia-
tive to interact but also the smartphone triggers the interaction
and notifies user about new incoming events. This so-called
“proactive” behavior will increasingly demand users as more
and more messages are exchanged per day.

In some situation where the manual use of smartphones is not
in focus, for instance when driving your car, this increased
mental demand can be distractive and dangerous. In so-called
dual-task scenarios people perform a secondary task (e.g.
reading an email) in parallel to a primary task (e.g. driving),
which requires the attention to several sources of information
simultaneously. Wickens proposes that performing dual-tasks
in parallel is achieved best, when the required user workload
is distributed on several resources [15]. As many primary
tasks in dual task scenarios tap haptic input and visual output
channels speech interfaces are a good means to assist users in
a comfortable and safe way [13]. Therefore, spoken dialog
systems (SDSs) should be used to perform secondary tasks in
a dual-task scenario and to notify users about new informa-
tion.

Research about proactive SDSs has emerged in the last 10-
15 years. However, up to today, no definition of proactivity
has been introduced, yet. Related research investigates and
characterizes some aspects of proactive behavior of speech
interfaces but does not define proactivity and its requirements
concretely (e.g., [10, 14, 4]). Therefore, this paper aims at
defining the characteristics of proactivity in human-machine
interaction (HMI) with the focus on SDSs. In the next Sec-
tion, a general proactivity system model is presented, which
describes the relevant components and influencing factors,
which have an impact on proactive systems. In Section 3,
a general definition of proactive behavior derived from litera-
ture and different research fields is presented, which can also
be applied to the field of HMI. Subsequently, the definition
of proactivity is transferred to SDSs and an overview about
existing proactive SDSs is given. In the final Section, the
findings are summarized.

PROACTIVITY SYSTEM MODEL
Imagine, two communication partners (A and B) would like
to exchange information via any system. Therefore, A sends
the information carrier to the system. When the system has
received the information it has two possibilities to interact to
handle the information. Either, the system stores the infor-
mation and waits until B requests the information, or it proac-
tively sends the information to B. The latter activity would



resemble proactive behavior. Figure 1 illustrates a simple and
generalized system model of such a proactive acting system
in which A would be represented by the source and B by the
user. The system which manages the information exchange
could be a postal service, a smartphone or an in-car SDS. For
example, imagine, A sends a letter to person B via any postal
service. The postal service receives the letter from A. Instead
of waiting until the recipient picks up the letter from the post
office, the postman delivers the letter proactively to the ad-
dressee [8].
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Figure 1. General proactivity system model.

Successful proactive behavior can only be achieved if the
proactive system observes the environment in order to act in
advance on a future situation and to deliver the content at the
right point in time. Therefore, the system model needs to
be extended by a context component, which is illustrated in
Figure 2 [8]. Context-awareness can relate to the current lo-
cation, time or situation, knowledge about user preferences,
etc. The context knowledge can be gained by observing the
environment and from the user himself. For example, if an
addressee has changed his residence recently the postal ser-
vice needs to be aware of the new address. If person A would
like to send a letter to B without knowing the new address
the postal service has to take care that the letter arrives at the
correct address.
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Figure 2. Extended proactivity system model.

If the user is performing a primary task in parallel, such as
driving a car the system model needs to be extended (see Fig-
ure 3). Depending on the nature of the primary task the task
can occupy several input and output channels simultaneously.
For instance, by steering and keeping one’s eyes on the road
driving a car demands a person visually and manually. The
state of the primary task needs to be included in the context
knowledge. Thereby, the system might know if the user is
currently able to process the information, which the system
tries to deliver. E.g., if the user is very busy performing the
primary task the system should not proactively interact with
the user in order to not interfere the primary task.

Proactivity is a relatively new field in HMI and therefore,
proactive behavior has not precisely been characterized, yet.
Apart from HMI, research in human-human communication
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Figure 3. Extended proactivity system model in a dual-task scenario.

and industrial/organizational psychology investigate proac-
tive behavior. The next Section presents a characterization of
proactive behavior derived from literature and other research
fields, which is applied on SDSs afterwards.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROACTIVE BEHAVIOR
Dictionary definitions [1, 9, 16] typically contain two key
features of proactivity. First, an anticipatory element is em-
phasized, which involves acting in advance of a future sit-
uation, such as “acting in anticipation of future problems,
needs or changes” [9]. Second, these definitions highlight
taking control and causing change, for example: “control-
ling a situation by causing something to happen rather than
waiting to respond to it after it happens” [16]. These two ele-
ments - anticipation and taking control - can be found in most
conceptualizations of general proactive behavior. E.g., [12,
p. 636] define proactive behavior as “self-initiated anticipa-
tory action that aims to change and improve the situation”.
In addition, definitions of proactive behavior often empha-
size its self-initiative nature, which addresses the attempt to
solve problems, which have not yet occurred [5]. Summariz-
ing these definition, proactivity can be described by three key
features (as defined in [11]): proactive behavior is
1. anticipatory - instead of reacting it involves scanning the

environment and acting in advance to a further situation;
2. change-oriented - instead of passively adapting to the sit-

uation or waiting for something to happen being proactive
means to take control or cause something to happen;

3. self-initiated - the control is taken on a self-initiative base
without being requested to do so.

Most of the definitions are applied in work psychology and
used to describe proactive behavior of employees in order to
improve individual and organizational effectiveness. For ex-
ample, a nurse, who is waiting for the doctor sees a patient
and prepares the equipment and data the doctor might need.
Thereby, the doctor can do his work more effectively. The
nurse acts anticipatory by thinking ahead and anticipating the
doctor’s needs. Instead of waiting for the doctor to come she
becomes active and prepares the equipment. The initiative to
do so is taken all by herself without being requested by the
doctor [11].

PROACTIVITY IN SPOKEN DIALOG SYSTEMS
As the definitions for proactive behavior are formulated in a
general manner they can be transferred to other research ar-
eas, such as human-human communication or HMI, too. The



focus of this research work is on SDSs. Therefore, the char-
acteristics of proactive behavior and the system model the-
ory are transferred to speech interfaces in the following. Fur-
thermore, the process of a proactive speech interaction is ex-
plained in detail.

Proactive Behavior in Spoken Dialog Systems
The proactive behavior of an SDS can also be characterized
by the 3 key features proposed by Parker et al. [11]. A proac-
tive SDS should act anticipatory, change-oriented and self-
initiated. As the proposed proactivity system model applies
for all kind of proactive systems it can be applied to SDSs,
too (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. SDS proactivity system model in a dual-task scenario.
A proactive SDS receives the information from an application
or a Web Service which is linked to the system. The SDS has
to capture the spacial, temporal and user specific context of an
interaction in order to take control anticipatory in advance to a
further situation, possibly even before the users have become
aware of the problem. Furthermore, the system needs to un-
derstand the user’s current psychological situation, intention
and actions and has to keep track of the dialog history. Then,
it is able to assist the user in a meaningful way. A proactive
SDS initiates the speech interaction itself and not only upon
the user’s request [10].

Imagine an in-vehicle navigation system, which observes the
traffic density on the previously configured route while driv-
ing. As the system detects a traffic jam, which would pro-
long the length of the trip the system speaks up to the driver
and suggests to take a different route. Here, the system acts
anticipatory by observing the traffic density ahead and pre-
venting the user from a possible traffic jam. Instead of ignor-
ing the pending problem the system suggests to change the
route to bypass the traffic jam. The system initiates the dia-
log itself without a request by the user. The only difference
to the proactive behavior of the employee above is that the
system only makes suggestions to the driver and does not de-
cide about the new route itself. The driver has the control of
changing the route himself.

Proactive Speech Interaction Process
The proactive speech interaction process can be structured in
several stages. The dialog flow is illustrated in Figure 5 and
the different dialog steps are described in the following.

Before the SDS delivers some new incoming information or
informs the user about an upcoming problem two different
scenarios are conceivable: Either the user is idle or the user
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Figure 5. Proactive speech dialog flow.

interacts with the system already. When the SDS initiates the
speech interaction, the different speech dialog steps have to
be walked through:
1. Notification: First, the system has to grab the user’s at-

tention to tell him that there is some new information.
The manner an SDS interrupts the ongoing dialog or initi-
ates the interaction should be situation-sensitive and user-
friendly [4]. If the situation does not allow a speech inter-
action at the moment, the system should not address the
user. E.g., if the user is dictating a sensitive Email he
should not be interrupted by the system. When the SDS
decides to notify the user, in order to appear user-friendly,
the SDS could allow the user to decide if he wants to en-
ter into the new dialog or to reject talking about the newly
introduced topic.

2. Problem Solving: In the course of the speech dialog the
user interacts with the SDS on a regular basis. Depending
on the dialog modeling and the competences of the SDS the
speech interaction can appear more or less conversational.

3. Task Completion: When the problem has been solved or
the new information has been delivered, the new task is
completed. Depending on the initial state of the user the
previous task should be resumed or the SDS should dis-
appear again. Again, by negotiating the desired process
the system could leave the decision to the user in a user-
friendly manner.

In order to design a proactive SDS the different stages of the
presented speech dialog flow should be taken into considera-
tion. Several approaches to proactive speech interaction have
been made within the last years. The most advanced projects
and products are described in the following.
Overview on Proactive Spoken Dialog Systems
There are only few research projects who incorporate proac-
tive behavior in SDS. The DARPA Communicator program2

(2000-2001) focused on the improvement of SDSs, which al-
low for performing complex tasks by using speech as sole in-
put modality. The DARPA projects helped to gain knowledge
about proactive dialogue management. In the SmartKom
project3 (1999-2003) complex multimodal dialogs are aspired
in which the user as well as the system can initiate interac-
tions. Kwaku, as part of the Neem project [2] was a virtual
meeting partner, which performed organisational tasks, such
as monitoring the time spent on certain agenda points and
reminds participants proactively to go to the next item, if nec-
essary. Strauß et al. [14] envisaged an SDS which listens
to multiparty conversations and assists the users proactively
in a restaurant search and investigate the user behavior in a
Wizard-Of-Oz study.

Today, there already exist products, which notify the user
proactively. E.g. most of today’s navigation systems em-
ploy data retrieved from the Traffic Message Channel (TMC)
2Websites offline.
3http://www.smartkom.org/



for routing taking into account real-time traffic situations
[6]. The speech-enabled navigation systems prompt the
driver proactively or play a warning sound if, for example
a traffic jam on the route appears. Smartphones alert users
about incoming emails or instant messages, upcoming ap-
pointments by playing sounds. Location-based information,
gained knowledge about the user from the smartphone use
and real-time data gathered from the Internet set the basis for
successful context-awareness. The smartphone app Google
Now4 uses this context-knowledge to notify the user proac-
tively about relevant information by presenting the informa-
tion on the screen. E.g., when the user enters a subway plat-
form he can see the schedule of the next trains leaving the
station on his smartphone. Another example of a proactive
situation-aware system is the Warning and Informationman-
agement (WIM) system by Heisterkamp et al. [7], which
ranks messages and warnings, which can occur while driv-
ing a car. Those warnings and messages are communicated
to the user only in appropriate situations.

The overview of proactive systems shows that few projects
or products exist, which address the employment of proactive
SDSs in different environments. However, up to today, no
SDS has been developed, which covers all stages of the pre-
sented speech interaction process and which satisfies the de-
mands of proactive behavior in a user-friendly and situation-
sensitive way. Research should investigate the desired inter-
action style of the different stages and the appropriate timing
of the proactive interference.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper defined proactive behavior in SDSs and its influ-
encing factors. The definitions are derived from other re-
search fields and then transferred to SDSs. First, a general
proactivity system model, which describes the relevant sys-
tem components and their interaction has been described.
A proactive system receives information from a knowledge
source and notifies the user about an incoming event without a
user request. The system has to act user-friendly and take the
current user state and the environment into account. Thus, the
proactive behavior can be identified as anticipatory, change-
oriented and self-initiated. In a proactive human-machine
speech dialog, first, the user has to be notified about an incom-
ing event, then the problem solving process has to be started.
Finally, the new task has to be completed and possibly paused
tasks have to be resumed.

Future research should focus on investigating user-friendly
speech interaction strategies for the 3 different stages of the
proactive speech dialog flow. These investigations should
take the influencing factors into account and consider differ-
ent strategies for different situations.
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